FACT SHEET
THE ESSENTIAL FORCES OF CREATION ACTIVE TODAY MAKE DONALD TRUMP INVINCIBLE IN IOWA
In this short Analysis we will point out the elements that boost Donald Trump’s advantage to win the
Iowa Caucus today (February 1, 2016).
Here is the bi-wheel showing Transits of the SUN and planets to his Natal Chart.

HOW DO THE SUN AND PLANETS “LOOK UPON” DONALD TRUMP TODAY
How do the SUN and Planets “look upon” Donald Trump and his nomination bid in Iowa. Quite
familiar, we might say if we judge by his natal and progressed charts. The affinities are impressive.
The transiting SUN has the Countenance of Essential Force 42 - AUTHORITY which matches that of
his natal SUN the ruler of his ASCENDANT;
Transiting URANUS has the Mercurial Countenance of Force 57 - DISTINCTION which matches that
of his natal MERCURY (ruler of House 2 – Personal Resources, and House 11 – Relationships with
Groups of People, The Electorate);
Transiting SATURN has the Martian countenance of Force 20 – RENUNCIATION which also matches
the domicile Force of his natal MERCURY and gives him the strength to temporarily give up the
pleasures of life in order to attain his goal;
Like his natal and transiting SUN, transiting JUPITER has the Saturnian Countenance of Force 26 –
TRANSFORMATION which is active on the day following the caucus (February 2) and is the effect of
Force 19 (the countenance of Mr. Trump’s natal SATURN).
The transiting MOON and MARS are conjunct on the 16th degree of Scorpio which corresponds to
Essential Forces 46 – REVELATION, and 10 – CONTINUITY, the latter matches Mr. Trump’s
progressed URANUS, while the former matches his natal MOON, the ruler of his natal 10th House

(Career, Politics, Public Life) by Exaltation. They both share a SOLAR countenace which is that of
Force 69 – COMPENSATION for the MOON (remember Mr. Trump is still within his 69th year of life),
and Force 37 – SURVIVAL for MARS. The latter, being the effect of Force 44 highlighted by Mr.
Trump’s natal VENUS is of capital importance as we shall immediately point out when discussing the
Cross of Time, its Right and Left Arms as it manifests today in Iowa.
Transiting VENUS has the countenance of Root Force 6 – GOD’S WILL TO BALANCE matching both
Donald Trump’s natal URANUS, natal ASCENDANT and progressed SUN, an extremely relevant
placement, as it is VENUS that rules Mr. Trump’s Fortune and Public Life through the fixed Sign of
Taurus.
Finally, transiting MERCURY has a Venusian countenance, that of Force 62 – MEASURE, one that Mr.
Trump needs to actively maintain as it is the complementary one to the Force 55 – BALANCE that
rules his natal MIDHEAVEN.

THE CROSS OF TIME IN MANIFESTATION DURING THE IOWA CAUCUS AND RELATED TO MR. TRUMP
As explained in my book “Gates of Time Windows of Opportunity”, the Cross of Time is at the center
of the Solar System hologram in each human being. Its Right Arm is that of POWER-FREEDOM
(Essential Forces 43-29), while its Left Arm is that of RESISTANCE-SURVIVAL (Essential Forces 4437).
Transiting JUPITER occupies the third rotational degree of Force 29 – FREEDOM that relates JUPITER
and the SUN. Moreover this Right Arm of the Cross of Time is doubly strengthened by the aspects of
the transiting SUN trine Mr. Trump’s natal JUPITER retrograde (Force 29 - FREEDOM), and transiting
JUPITER retrograde trine Mr. Trump’s natal SUN (Force 43 – POWER).
As transiting MARS squares his natal MARS while the transiting SUN begins to trine his natal SUN,
transiting MARS at 16th Scorpio as mentioned above casts a square to the transiting SUN at 13th
Aquarius. This hard aspect corresponds to Essential Force 37 – SURVIVAL, that can also be described
as the Force of “victory against all odds”. Indeed Mr. Trump has never ceased being an outsider, and
it is only from his victory in Iowa that he may become the favourite for Republican nomination.
Force 37 - SURVIVAL is the effect of Mr. Trump’s natal SUN-MARS sextile that yields the causative
arm of Force 44 – RESISTANCE.
These are the two Couples of Essential Forces that decide the fate of battles or wars. Balancing
POWER and FREEDOM on the Right, Expansive side of the Solar System hologram with RESISTANCESURVIVAL on the Left, Centripetal side is what ensures final victory. For unless one manages to
survive, one cannot live.
We see that for Donald Trump Heaven makes it providentially easy to balance these Couples of
Forces in order to win this battle. Based on this evidence, it can be said of him as of the Chosen
People of Israel in the Old Days that “GOD fights his battle on his behalf”. All he needs to do is NOT
TO INTERFERE in any way with the flow of the Essential Forces. So far he has managed this quite
well.
As if the above-shown configuration were not enough, Transiting URANUS at 18th Aries exactly trines
his natal URANUS highlighting both the Sphere of Divine LOVE (Sphere Force 9 – URANUS) and the
Sphere of NECESSITY or THE LAW (Sphere Force 18 – SATURN). This highlights Mr. Trump’s Destiny
or GOD-given Mission to bring about major CHANGE (Force 17) highlighted by the harmonious trine

between transiting SATURN and transiting URANUS, by means of MASTERY – Force 11 highlighted
by the transiting URANUS opposed his natal JUPITER retrograde.
As we showed in our last Article, Force 17 and its quintessential Force 11 are Mr. Trump’s birth mark
as his natal SUN highlights this exact combination.
Last but not least, the DARK MOON LILITH has just moved beyond the exact conjunction with Mr.
Trump’s natal JUPITER signalling that the Terrestrial forces which we have defined and explained in
our book as the “blind” and “inferior” forces of Magic (Prayer-Trance-Sacrifice) are losing
momentum and can no longer inflict real damage on Donald Trump’s “luck, support and
regeneration” (his natal 5th and 8th Houses both ruled by JUPITER).

